Sequence structure of human nucleosome DNA.
Positional distributions of various dinucleotides in experimentally derived human nucleosome DNA sequences are analyzed. Nucleosome positioning in this species is found to depend largely on GG and CC dinucleotides periodically distributed along the nucleosome DNA sequence, with the period of 10.4 bases. The GG and CC dinucleotides oscillate counterphase, i.e., their respective preferred positions are shifted about a half-period from one another, as it was observed earlier for AA and TT dinucleotides. Other purine-purine and pyrimidine-pyrimidine dinucleotides (RR and YY) display the same periodical and counterphase pattern. The dominance of oscillating GG and CC dinucleotides in human nucleosomes and the contribution of AG(CT), GA(TC), and AA(TT) suggest a general nucleosome DNA sequence pattern - counterphase oscillation of RR and YY dinucleotides. AA and TT dinucleotides, commonly accepted as major players, are only weak contributors in the case of human nucleosomes.